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Analysis of Bare-Tether Systems for Deorbiting
Low-Earth-Orbit Satellites
E. Ahedo¤ and J. R. Sanmart´õ n†
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, 28040 Madrid, Spain
Performances, design criteria, and system mass of bare tethers for satellite deorbiting missions are analyzed.
Orbital conditions and tether cross section de ne a tether length, such that 1) shorter tethers are electron collecting
practically in their whole extension and 2) longer tethers collect practically the short-circuit current in a  xed
segment length. Long tethers have a higher drag ef ciency (de ned as the drag force vs the tether mass) and are
better adapted to adverse plasma densities. Dragging ef ciency and mission-related costs are used to de ne design
criteria for tether geometry. A comparative analysis with electric thrusters shows that bare tethers have much
lower costs for low- and midinclination orbits and remain an attractive option up to 70 deg.
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area of tether cross section
magnetic  eld
width of a thin-tape tether
motional electric  eld
Lorentz force
deorbiting force
thickness of a thin-tape tether
current along the tether
dimensionless tether current
inclination of satellite orbit
thermal current density
tether length
electron-collectinglength of the tether
electron thermal gyroradius
dimensionless length of anodic segment
dimensionless tether length
mass
propellant mass  ow rate of an electric thruster
expellant mass  ow rate of a cathodic contactor
density of ionospheric plasma
tether perimeter
mean radius of satellite orbit
balloon radius
radius of a circular-wire tether
temperature of ionospheric plasma
unit vector along the tether
satellite velocity
speci c impulse in velocity units
mean tether inclination over local vertical
relative mass for tankage and plumbing
relative mass for deployer and ballast
satellite height drop
mass fraction of deorbiting system
ionization ef ciency of cathodic contactor
drag ef ciency
debye length
power speci c mass
local bias potential between tether and plasma
dimensionless bias potential

= tether mass density
= tether conductivity
= deorbiting time
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Introduction

EORBITING low-Earth-orbiting (LEO) satellites at the end
of their operational life as a near-term, feasible and attractive application of electrodynamic tethers was  rst suggested by
Grossi.1 The bare tether concept appears particularly suitable for
that mission due to its simplicity, reliability, and large electroncollectioncapability.2;3 The Propulsive Small Expendable Deployer
System (ProSEDS) experiment, scheduled for a piggyback  ight on
a Delta II launch in June 2002, is an attempt to demonstrate the concept suitability by deorbiting the rocket second stage in 2 – 3 weeks
by means of a »0:4-N electrodynamic drag produced by a 1-2 A
current at a 5-km bare aluminum tether.4 Regarding the principles
of operation, the deorbiting mode of a bare tether is just a variation
of the generator mode analyzed in the original papers of Sanmart´õ n
et al.2;3 Analyses of subsystems, dynamic control, and reduction in
exposed area– time product con rm the feasibility of a bare tether
deorbiting system.5 Vannaroni et al. proposed joint use of a bare
tether and a conductingballoon at its anodic end,6 but recently went
back to the simple bare-tether concept, its collection process being
both mass ef cient and nearly time independent (Kruijff, M., van
der Heide, E. J., Vannaroni, G., Dobrowolny, M., and De Venuto, F.,
private communication, 2001). An early analysis for the generator
mode had found only discrete increases in current collection (with
an undetermined mass penalty) from adding an electron-collecting
device at the end of a bare tether.7
This paper presents a general study of the capabilities of bare
tethers as deorbiting systems, focusing on 1) tether electrodynamics, 2) design criteria to optimize the drag ef ciency, 3) in uence
of mission requirements and ambient conditions,and 4) operational
mass costs of a bare tether compared to electric thrusters. The next
section summarizes the principlesof operationof a deorbitingtether
and discussesthe electron-collectioncapabilitiesof long tethers and
spherical bodies according to up-to-date knowledge. The third section derives the current– voltage (C – V) pro les along the tether,
analyzes the regimes of operation, and de nes the drag ef ciency.
The fourth section presents a tradeoff study on dedicated mass of
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the debye length is ¸ D ’ 1:05 cm, and the electron thermal gyroradius (centimeter) is
le D

Fig. 1 Scheme of an electrodynamic bare tether operating in the
deorbiting or generator modes.

bare tethers and electric thrusters. The last section summarizes the
main conclusions.

Principles of Operation
An electrodynamic tether system in orbit around the Earth basically consists of a  exible and conducting tether, tying together
two satellites, moving across the geomagnetic  eld B and exchanging electric current with the surrounding ionosphere. For an orbital
velocity vs , the geomagnetic  eld induces a motional electric  eld
vs ^ B, in the tether reference frame. This electric  eld drives an
electric current I along the tether, provided that a good, steady
electric contact is achieved with the ionospheric plasma (of density
N1 and single temperature T1 ) (Fig. 1). The current I generates a
Lorentz force
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with G OML the current gain and the x axis along the tether and
pointing opposite the electric current (Fig. 1).
3) For a circular tether of radius rt , the OML law is valid for r t less
than an upper value rt;max , which, for a single temperature plasma
and large potential bias, is9

T1 D 0:2 eV

T1 =2¼ m e ’ 1:2

(7)

(3)

(4)

(5)

as nominal ambient conditions to evaluate tether performances
throughout the paper. For Eq. (5), the thermal current density (milliampere) is

p

G OML dx;

Slightly beyond the OML, the decrease in collected current from
the OML value is weak, about a 5% for r t D 2r t;max :10 The OML law
is applicable to other convex cross sections; for the limit case of a
thin tape of width dt (and thickness h t , with h t ¿ dt ) the OML law
is valid for9

E m D 100 V/km

Jth D eN1

I D IOML ’ Jth pt

r

L AB

rt;max » ¸ D

with ® the average inclination of the tether over the local vertical,
B E ’ 0:31 G, vs E ’ 7:91 km/s, and R E ’ 6370 km magnitudes at
the Earth surface.
The typical height range of LEO satellites goes from 750 to
1500 km. For a 1000-km height, E m is about 150 V/km at i s » 0 deg
and goes down to 100 V/km at i s » 45 deg and to 50 V/km at
i s » 70 deg. Together with the polar band (i s » 85– 90 deg), not
appropriate for vertical tether systems, the band i s ’ 45– 60 deg
presents the largest satellite occupation.5 Take the 1000-km, midinclination orbit as the typical application case and assume

N1 D 10 m ;

Z

(2)

is the induced electric  eld along the tether. For instance, assuming
a dipole model for B and a circular orbit of radius Rs and inclination
i s , the average value over many orbits of the induced  eld is

¡3

The viability and reliability of a tether system relies largely on its
capability to collect electrons from the rare ed ionosphere. Hence,
it is important to review brie y the state of knowledge and con dence on this issue. To this goal, we consider electron collection by
conductivetethers and balloons biased to a potential8, positive and
large compared to the plasma temperature, e8= T1 À 1.
First, for the case of a long tether the following facts apply:
1) Current collection is bidimensional and proportional to the
tether cross-sectional perimeter pt and anodic length L AB , which
makes possible to collect large currents with small cross-sectional
sizes.
2) Within a parametric domain (de ned later), the current collected by the tether from a Maxwellian plasma follows the orbitalmotion-limit (OML) law for cylinders8 :

0

E m D ut ¢ .vs ^ B/ > 0

11

Electron Collection

Lt

where

B D 0:3 G;

m e T1 =eB ’ 3:5

If 8t is the tether potential, 8 p the potential of the surrounding plasma in the tether frame, and 8 D 8t ¡ 8 p the potential bias
between them, a stationary exchange of electrons with the local
ionosphere implies 8 is positive in part of the tether (segment AB
in Fig. 1) and is negative in the rest (segment BC). The point where
8 D 0 (point B) is self-adjusted according to plasma conditions.
In the simplest bare-tether system, electrons are collected from the
ionosphere along anodic segment AB of the tether (of length L A B ),
and are emitted back at end mass C by some kind of plasma contactor
(a hollow-cathode device, for instance).

(1)

on the tether. Here ut .s/ is the tangent unit vector along the tether,
pointing in the direction of the electric current, and L t is the tether
length. The direction of F changes with the direction of the electric
current, deorbiting missions requiring F ¢ vs < 0. For an eastward,
low-inclination orbit around Earth, this implies the current to  ow
up the tether. When tether curvature and variations of B along the
tether are neglected, the drag force is

p

dt < 4r t;max

(8)

For the same perimeter, a tape has the advantage of a lower mass
than the circular wire and the disadvantage of a larger resistance.
4) In a magnetized plasma, the OML law is valid, at least, for9
¸ D ¿ le ;

[and rt ; dt =4 · .¸ D /]

(9)

5) Recent experiments7;11 con rm that the OML law is satis ed
(within a 10% margin) in  owing plasmas as long as the relative
velocity is less than the electron thermal speed, which is the case of
tethers in LEO orbits, where

¯

T1 = m i ¿ vs2 2 ¿ T1 =m e
The ion distribution and, therefore, the electric potential structure
will be largely anisotropic, but the OML law depends only on the
electron distribution, which remains basically Maxwellian.
Next, for the case of a spherical balloon of radius rb , with
r b À ¸ D ; le , the following facts apply:
1) Current collection is three dimensional, with large currents requiring large balloons, which will make space-charge and magnetic
channeling effects dominant.
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2) For r b À ¸ D , current collection is far below the OML law for
spheres.8 Instead,for a quiescent,unmagnetizedplasma, the Alpert–
Lam theory (see Refs. 12 and 13) applies, yielding
6

7
I D IAL ’ Jth 4¼rb2 aG AL
;

The C – V characteristicsof the two end masses, I A .8 A / and IC .8C /,
yield the boundary conditions of the two differential equations.
To solve the tether equations, we introduce three characteristic
magnitudes:

4

G AL .8; rb / D .e8= T1 /.¸ D =rb / 3

I ¤ D E m ¾t A t ;

.10/

L¤ D

14

with factor a about 1.5 for a single-temperatureplasma, and with
current gain G AL assumed large [e8= T1 À .rb =¸ D /4=3 » 103 for
ionospheric tether applications]. Notice that the collected current
6= 7
grows weakly with radius (I / r b ).
3) LEO ram effects make the electric potentiallargelyanisotropic.
This certainly modi es current collection,as evidenced by Tethered
Satellite System (TSS)-1 experimental results.15 However, there is
as yet no good theory to quantify ram effects. Because the main
effect of plasma motion is the increase of ion energy from 3T1 =2
to m i vs2 =2 in the quasineutral presheath, a plausible estimate of the
current is to apply Eq. (10) with an ion-to-electrontemperatureratio
of m i vs2 =3T1 » 15, which increases factor a in Eq. (10) to 4.6.
4) Because rb = le is very large, magnetic effects need to be considered. Again, there is as yet no consistent theory for current collection by spherical bodies in magnetized, collisionless plasmas at
large voltages. The Parker– Murphy theory yields an upper bound
for the current16 :
I · IPM .8/ ’ Jth 2¼r b2 G PM

p

G PM .8; rb / ’ 1 C 2.le =rb / 2e8= T1

(11)

However, the TSS-1 experiment was a setback for this theory because collected current were 2 – 3 times larger than the Parker–
Murphy bound.Indeed,Vannaroniet al.15 foundTSS-1 results tting
better the Alpert– Lam law for unmagnetized plasmas and, for the
balloon con guration, used the empirical law6
I D IV ’

Jth 4¼r b2 a V G 0:472
AL

Electrodynamic Performances
Current and Voltage Pro les

Current and voltage equations are identical for deorbiting and
generator modes, but optimum conditions differ widely. Bias potential along the tether, 8 D 8t ¡ 8 p , follows
I
d8
D
¡ Em
dx
¾t A t

(13)

with A t tether cross-sectional area and ¾t tether conductivity
(¾t ’ 3:5 £ 107 Ä¡1 m¡1 for aluminum). If the tether perimeter pt
is small enough, electron collection by the tether follows the OML
law (6), with the current pro le along segment AB satisfying
pt
dI
D eN 1
dx
¼

r

2e8
me

7

23e

¾t h t
3¼
N1

´ 23

(15)

h t ´ 2A t = pt
is thickness for a tape and radius for a circular wire, I¤ is the shortcircuit current,and 8¤ and L ¤ are magnitudesgauging ohmic effects
for bare tethers [obtained from equating 34 I¤ to the OML current,
Eq. (6), for a cylinder of (average) bias potential 8¤ and length
L ¤ ]. For an aluminum tether, the dimensional values involved in the
reference magnitudes can be obtained from
I¤ ’

³
L¤ ’

Em
100 V/km

Em
At
£
£ 3:5 A
100 V/km
1 mm2

´ 13 ³

´ 23 ³

ht
0:1 mm

1011 m¡3
N1

´ 23
£ 2:66 km
(16)

Using dimensionless variables
i D I = I¤ ;

» D x =L ¤

Á D 8=8¤ ;

the tether equations become
dÁ
D i ¡ 1;
d»

di
3 1
D Á2
d»
4

(17)

The integrationof these equations is straightforward,3 reducing to a
 rst integral relating i and Á and a quadrature for ».Á/. Magnitudes
of the anodic segment AB satisfy
3

.1 ¡ i A /2 ¡ Á A2 D .1 ¡ i B /2
L AB
´ `AB D
L¤

Electron Emission

At present, hollow-cathodedevices appear to be the best cathodic
contactor technology. In spite of dif culties in reproducing actual
space conditions in a laboratory, there is general con dence that
emission of large currents at low power cost is not problematic.
Proof of this is the selection of a hollow-cathode device capable of
emitting a steady current of 10 A to control the  oating potential
of the International Space Station.17 The most ef cient operational
mode of a cathodic contactor is the spot mode, with no current
 uctuations, ef cient ionization of the emitted expellant, and an
almost  at C – V characteristic 8 D 8C .I /. Bias voltages between
contactorand plasma lie in the range 15– 30 V; in addition, 20– 40 W
are needed for the keeper circuit.

.m e E m / 3

8¤ D E m L ¤

where

(12)

with aV D 4:826. This expressionis uniquelybased on TSS-1 results,
and there is no clear theory backing it or delimiting its range of
validity, in particular with respect to r b = le and ¸ D = l e . The absence
of l e in Eq. (12) makes its applicationadventurousto con gurations
different from TSS-1 (300-km height, r b D 0:8 m).

1 ³

Z

ÁA

dÁ

q
0

(18)

.1 ¡ i A

/2

3
2

¡ ÁA C Á

(19)
3
2

For collection at end mass A, we take either i A D 0 or the C – V
characteristics of some device, which can be assumed to follow a
potential law:
i A .Á A / D ¯Á nA

(20)

¯ D I A .8¤ /= I¤

(21)

with

depending on ¸ D = le , rb = le (r b being the device typical size), and n
between 12 and 67 for a spherical body.
For ion collection in segment BC, 1I BC , we have
1I BC = I B »

p

.j8C j=8 A /.m e = m i /

Because 8C =8 A is small for the deorbiting mode (less than 10%,
typically), ion collection is doubly negligible, with the electric current remaining constant along segment BC:
i ’ iC ’ i B

(22)

Integrating Eq. (13) from B to C then yields
ÁC .i B / D ¡.1 ¡ i B /.`t ¡ ` A B /

(23)

`t D L t = L ¤

(24)

with
(14)
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Fig. 2 Voltage and current pro les along the tether for `t ’ 1:5
and iA = 0; maximum current and anode tip voltage: iB ’ 0:63 and
ÁA ’ 0:91.

the dimensionless tether length and ÁC .i / the C – V characteristic
of end mass C, which involves 1) the contact impedance for the
plasma contactor and ionosphere, 2) the wave radiation losses, and
3) the voltage drop at any interposed load. For the deorbiting mode,
the only interposed load would be control and power units for the
cathodic contactor. For typical design conditions, we have ÁC ¿ 1,
and the solution for the ideal case ÁC D 0 should approximateactual
conditions well.
Equations (18– 23) de ne Á A , i A , i B , and ` AB , in terms of `t and
end-masses parameters. For the ideal case ÁC D 0, Eq. (23) yields
two kinds of distinguished solutions: a short-tether regime (Fig. 2)
with

Fig. 3 Voltage and current pro les along the tether for `t ’ 5 and
iA = 0; maximum current and tip anode voltage: iB ’ 1 and ÁA ’ 1.

a)

iB < 1

` A B D `t ;
and a long-tether regime (Fig. 3) with
i B D 1;

` AB < `t

In the short-tether regime, the entire tether is collecting electrons;
8t and 8 p in Fig. 1 meet at an angle at the tether cathodicend. In the
long-tetherregime, current reaches the short-circuitvalue (I B D I¤ );
8t and 8 p are now tangent at point B and equal beyond. As Figs. 4a
and 4b show, 8 A ; L A B , and I B increase with L t in the short-tether
regime, whereas they become independent of L t in the long-tether
regime.
The transitionbetween both regimes correspondsto the minimum
tether length needed to collect the short-circuit current, tip voltage, and anodic length reaching then maximum values, Á A;max and
` A B;max . Figure 5 shows their dependenceon parameter ¯ [Eq. (20)]
characterizingthe C – V characteristicof end mass A. [Equations(16)
and (21) indicatethat ¯ » 0:5 is already a rather large value for envisaged tether systems.] For a simple bare-tether system with i A ’ 0,
we have Á A;max D 1 and ` AB ;max D 4, which are absolute maxima.
Therefore, 8¤ and 4L ¤ are the maximum anodic tip voltage and
length of a tether at given ambient conditions and tether cross section. Figure 5 shows that Á A;max decreases signi cantly with ¯, thus

b)

c)
Fig. 4 In uence of tether length on anodic tip voltage,cathode current,
and drag ef ciency, for ÁC = 0 (——), ÁC = ¡ 0.2 ( – – – ), and iA = 0.
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and thickness,with thinnertethers also shorter. Notice that, for a thin
tape, its width dt is not involved in ´d ; we will see later that dt is
determined from the drag force, that is, the electric current, needed
for given mission deorbiting speci cations.
Plasma density affects the drag ef ciency through `t / L ¡1
¤ /
2=3
N1
. Variations of one order of magnitude in plasma density are
usual in tethers orbiting around Earth. This fact implies that `t
changes by a factor of 4 – 5 typically, but, if the tether is designed to
operate in the long-tether regime for most ambient conditions, the
oscillations in ´d (and Fd ) are much lower. For instance, when `t
goes from 3 to 15, ´d changesfrom 0.65 to 0.93 only. These numbers
are a clear illustration of the good adaptability of the bare tether to
varying plasma conditions: The tether increases both the collecting
length and the bias voltage.
Finally, note the different operational and design conditions of
the deorbiting and generator modes. In the generator mode, ÁC .i B /
is large (consisting mainly of the voltage drop at the useful load),
losses due to ion collection in the cathodic part amount to about
10%, and the generator ef ciency,

a)

b)

´gen ’ iC jÁC j=`t ´d
(inversely proportionalto ´d ) indicates that a tradeoff must be made
to minimize the drag force and maximize the generated power.3
Maximum generator ef ciency corresponds to L AB = L t » 1=7 and
i B » 0:15 ¡ 0:25, far from the short-circuit value.

Tradeoff Analysis
c)
Fig. 5 In uence of the C – V characteristic of end mass A, iA = ¯ ÁnA ,
with n = 12 , on the maximum values of a) tip voltage, b) end-mass collected current, and c) length of anodic segment.

reducing the collecting capability of both end mass and tether, justifying that ` AB ;max is affected weakly by ¯.
Finally, for ÁC nonzero but small, the same trends are found, although there is no sudden transition between the two regimes. Figure 4 compares the solutions for ÁC ’ 0 and ÁC .i B / ’ const D ¡0:2,
con rming that the ideal case provides a good enough approximation.
Drag Ef ciency

The bare tether system is compared with electric thrusters as regards dedicated mass M d with requisites on both allowed deorbiting
duration ¿d and total deorbiting impulse Fd ¿d . This impulse is determined by mission parameters M s (full spacecraft mass) and 1h
(deorbiting height drop, down to 250 km). For the present purposes,
we just use the relation
Fd ¿d ’ .vs =2Rs /Ms 1h

with vs = Rs a mean value of the satellite angular velocity. Typical mission values are Ms 1h » 105 – 106 kg ¢ km and Fd ¿d » 0:1 –
1 N ¢ week. The tradeoff study here will compare the ratio Md = Fd ¿d
for different deorbiting systems. Alternatively, mass fractions of
deorbiting systems, Md = Ms , will be compared with the related
parameter

From Eqs. (2) and (13), the drag exerted on the tether is given by

A simple  gure of merit for different tether designs (with no collection at end mass A) is the ratio of drag Fd on the tether, to tether mass
Mt . If ½t is tether mass density (about 2800 kg/m3 for aluminum),
one has
Fd = Mt ´ ´d gt ;

gt D .¾t =½t /

¡

E m2

¯ ¢
vs

Md h ¤
Md vs h ¤
D
Ms 1h
Fd ¿d 2Rs

(29)

with h ¤ a referenceheightdrop (h ¤ D 1000 km, for instance,yielding
vs h ¤ =2Rs » 620 m/s).
Electric Thrusters

(26)

Because deorbiting requirements are large, thruster hardware
must be considered mission dedicated, not allowing for cost sharing with other operational missions, such as orbit maintenance. The
mass of an electric thruster can be written as

(27)

Md D .1 C ® p /m¿
P d C ¹e Pe

with
´d D 1 ¡ .Á A ¡ ÁC /=`t

±d ´

(25)

Fd D .I¤ =vs /.E m L t ¡ 8 A C 8C /

(28)

a convenient measure of drag ef ciency.
Coef cient gt depends on orbital conditions and tether material;
for Al and the nominal conditionsof Eq. (5), one has gt ’ 0:016 m/s2 .
Of course,the tether is more ef cient for low inclinationand altitude.
Among materials with low production and manufacturing costs,
aluminum maximizes the ratio ¾t =½t . Tether geometry affects only
the drag ef ciency through length parameter `t [Eq. (24)]. Function
´d .`t / is plotted in Fig. 4c. For ÁC ¿ 1, the drag ef ciency goes
3= 2
from ´d ’ 3`t for `t ¿ 1 to
´d D 1 ¡ 1=`t
for `t ¸ 4, although Fig. 4c shows this long-tether law applying
down to `t » 2. From the behavior of ´d .`t /, we  nd that a good
design range for the length parameter is `t » 4 – 6. Because `t /
=3
L t h ¡2
,  xing `t (for given ambient conditions) relatestether length
t

(30)

where mP is the propellant mass  ow, ® p is a factor accounting for
propellant tankage and plumbing, Pe is the required electric power,
and ¹e is the power speci c mass, which takes into account the
thruster itself, the power processor unit, and any mass penalty on
solar arrays and batteries, attributable to the deorbiting mission.
Both ® p and ¹e depend on the thruster type, with typical ranges
® p » 0:1 – 0.2 and ¹e » 2– 12 kg/kW (Ref. 18).
The power required for electric propulsion is
Pe D vsp Fd =2´

(31)

where ´ is thruster ef ciency and
vsp ´ g E Isp D Fd =mP

(32)

is speci c impulse (in velocity units, for convenience), and
g E D 9:8 m/s2 .
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Table 1 Hall and ion thruster
performances for ¿d = six months
and Ms D h = 106 kg¢ km
Fig. 7 Bare-tether system:
deorbiting time vs dimensionless length for ±d = 3%
and nominal conditions.

Thruster type
Variable

Hall

Ion

Isp , s
Vd , V
´
¹e , kg/kW
±M , %
Pe , kW

1600
300
0.5
11
5.4
0.64

2700
1000
0.65
13
3.8
0.83

Fig. 6 Estimated mass of
different thrusters for deorbiting missions: CT, chemical thruster; RJ, resistojet; AJ, arcjet; HT, Hall
thruster; and IT, ion
thruster.

Using Eqs. (28– 32), we have
Md = Fd ¿d D .1 C ® p /=vsp C .¹e =2/.vsp =´¿d /

(33)

which depends only on vsp and ¿d , and is independentof mission requirements, making the comparison between the different thrusters
simple and clear. Figure 6 shows ±d [Eq. (29)] for the most usual
types of electric thrusters, in terms of deorbiting time ¿d . Curves are
drawn for typical parameters and lifetimes, as taken from Refs. 18
and 19. For chemical propulsion, included for comparison, one
would just have the  rst term on the right-hand side of Eq. (33).
Given a deorbiting time, there is a thruster, that is, a speci c impulse, that minimizes dedicated mass. As longer deorbiting times
are considered,thrusterswith larger speci c impulses become more
attractive. For a given thruster, the  rst term on the right-hand side
of Eq. (33) dominates for ¿d large enough, and there is no signi cant gain by increasing ¿d further. Because, in general, very short
deorbiting times are not an issue, the best options (within the group
of electric thrusters) for ¿d > 1 month are Hall or ion thrusters.
Table 1 summarizes their typical performances for ¿d D 6 months
and Ms 1h » 106 kg ¢ km with thrusters operating continuously;ion
thrusters present a lower mass but a larger electric power.
Bare Tethers

The mass of a simple bare-tethersystem, with no collection at the
anodic end, is
Md D mP C ¿d .1 C ® p / C ®t Mt
where we have neglected the contribution of the contactor power
unit, mP C is the expellant  ow rate of the cathodic contactor, and
®t accounts for the mass of the deployer, which can be used at
ballast at end of the tether5 ; suggested values for simple deployers
are ®t » 2 – 2.5. Then, we have
M d = Fd ¿d D .1 C ® p /=vsp C .®t =gt /.1=´d ¿d /

(34)

with parameter gt de ned in Eq. (26), and
vsp D Fd =mP C D ´d = i B £ .IC =mP C /.E m =vs / £ L t

(35)

the equivalent speci c impulse for the tether system, based in the
expellant  ow rate. For a long tether, vsp increases linearly with
tether length and motional electric  eld and is favored by a good
performance of the cathodic contactor. A tentative law to evaluate
the contactor performance is20
IC =mP C ’ e´C

¯p

mi me

(36)

with ´C » 0.02– 0.05, according to experimental tests on a variety
of contactors in the 1– 10 A range,17;21 with the largest ef ciencies
being for the high-current devices.
For nominal conditions (5) and `t » 3– 10, the tether speci c impulse is enormous: vsp » 106 m/s, while one has gt =®t » 10¡2 m/s2 .
Thus, the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (34) dominates for
deorbiting times up to one year order. Because gt / E m2 , this dominance is stronger for lower values of E m , which means that, contrary
to electric thrusters, the mass related to gas storage is going to be
marginal for tethers in their whole range of reasonable deorbiting
times. Therefore, to minimize the mass of the bare-tether system,
¿d must be brought to maximum, affordable values and `t to lie in
the long-tether regime.
Because ±d is mission independent for tethers also, the tradeoff
with electric thrusters is simple. According to Fig. 6, a bare-tether
system is competitive with electric thrusters for ±d < 3:5%. Figure 7
shows ¿d vs `t for ±d D 3% and nominal conditions (5). Because
expellant mass is small, that curve is quasi universal: For other
ambient conditions just use

¯

¿d ±d / 1 E m2 ´d ;

¯

2
`3t / E m h 2t N 1

(37)

The shape of ¿d .`t / con rms that the tether designparameter `t must
be chosen to be around 3– 5 for the worst plasma density conditions.
Figure 8a shows, for `t D 4, the dependence of ±d on deorbiting
time and motional electric  eld; for the approximaterelation i s .E m /,
see Eq. (4). For a six-month deorbitingmission,the comparisonwith
electric thrusters shows that the bare tether becomes competitive for
E m » 42 V/km, that is, i s » 70– 75 deg, whereas for E m > 60 V/km,
that is is < 65 deg, roughly, the dedicated mass of the bare tether
is already below one-half of the ion-thruster mass (or, for the same
Md , we have ¿d < three months). Although Fig. 8a shows that ±d
can take very low values, these must be taken cautiously because
the hardware does not scale down to zero.
Ambient conditions `t and h t determine the tether length L t .
Figure 8b shows that, for h t D 0:1 mm, L t varies in a reasonable
interval (7 – 12 km) for the range of interest of E m . This result is
2=3
independentof ¿d ; for other values of h t , just apply L t / `t h t . The
variation of the tape width and the collected current are shown in
Figs. 8c and 8d for h t D 0:1 mm and Ms 1h D 106 kg ¢ km; for other
conditions use the approximate scaling laws
dt /

M s 1h
5
3

h t ¿d ´d E m2

;

IC /

M s 1h
2
3

h t ¿d ´d E m

Notice that the thinner is the cross section the larger is its width and
the current collected. Figures 8c and 8d show that IC is modest and
dt is well within the validity range of OML law [Eq. (8)]. Therefore,
there is a wide margin for a good tether design, which adds reliability
to the conclusions extracted from this basic tradeoff analysis.
A measure of tether survivability is the (exposed area)– time
product
dt L t ¿d / 1= h t ´d
For a long bare tether, this product is almost unaffected by both
deorbiting time and tether length. For the same mass and ambient
conditions,thin tapes would have a lower survivabilitythan circular
wires, but they are more ef cient because of their larger `t .
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Table 2 Performances of four tether designs
of similar Md for nominal conditions

Table 3 Performances of four tether designs of
similar Md for N1 = 2 £ 1010 m¡ 3

Case

Case

Variable

1

2

3

4

Variable

1

2

3

4

rb , m
L t , km
At , mm2
h t , mm
8A, V
IA, A
IB , A
Fd , mN

2.5
5
0.5
0.4
297
0.46
0.88
48.3

2.5
5
0.5
0.1
189
0.37
1.5
73.9

0
10
0.5
0.1
266
0
1.75
175

0
20
0.25
0.1
266
0
0.88
206

8A , V
IA, A
IB , A
Fd , mN

430
0.18
0.29
16.6

384
0.17
0.32
27.5

666
0
0.54
79.4

776
0
0.81
146

a)

are for nominal conditions (5). For the balloon electron collection,
we used the uncertain empirical law (12), which possibly overestimates the collected current [because it yields larger currents than
the unmagnetizedAlpert– Lam law (10)]. Table 2 shows that a good
bare-tether design, such as number 4, yields more than four times
the drag force of design 1. Even the comparison of designs 2 and 3,
with similar tether design and dedicated mass, shows that the simple tether more than doubles the balloon plus tether design. Table 3
shows performances computed for the same four tether designs but
a plasma density  ve times smaller (N 1 D 2 ¢ 1010 m¡3 ). Drag is,
of course, smaller for all designs, but the comparison is now more
negativefor the balloon plus tether, with Fd being nine times smaller
for design 1 than for design 4. Notice that, for design 4, Fd decreases
just to a 70% when N 1 decreases to 20%.
Therefore, balloon plus tether systems 1) are less mass ef cient,
2) show a very limited adaptability to plasma density conditions,
3) need two deployment mechanisms, and 4) would require a more
reliable knowledge of the balloon collection law.

Conclusions
b)

c)

d)
Fig. 8 Bare-tether system: a) dedicated mass fraction; b) tether
length, tape thickness ht = 0.1 mm; c) thin-tape width, tape thickness
ht = 0.1 mm, Ms D h/h¤ = 1000 kg; and d) electric current vs motional
electric  eld for `t = 4, nominal conditions (5), and ¿d = 1, 2, 3, 6, and 12
months, tape thickness ht = 0.1 mm, Ms D h/h¤ = 1000 kg.
Bare Tethers with Balloons

Vannaroni et al. had claimed, before some recent work (Kruijff
et al., private communication), that a deorbiting system with current
collection based mainly in a large deployable balloon signi cantly
enhances the capabilities of electrodynamic tethers.6 Table 2 compares their balloon plus tether design with other tether designs of
the same dedicated mass and shows that a simple tether system
is preferable. Design 1 in Table 2 is the one proposed in Ref. 6,
with Mt D 7 kg and Md D 37 kg, thus allowing 30 kg for tether deployer, balloon, and balloon deployer. Design 2 keeps the balloon
and tether masses, but uses a thin tape instead of a circular wire.
Designs 3 and 4 eliminate the balloon, duplicate the tether mass (in
two different ways), and keep the total mass equal to 37 kg (if 23 kg
is allowed just for the tether deployer). Performances in Table 2

The C – V responseof a bare tether in the deorbitingmode presents
two regimes of operations. To have high drag ef ciency and good
adaptabilityto variableambient conditions,tethersmust be designed
to operate in the long-tether regime (`t ¸ 4, with `t being propor2 =3
tional to N 1 ). In addition to `t , tether geometry, that is, L t , A t ,
and h t , is determined by mission speci cations (Md and Ms 1h)
and type of cross section. Similar ef ciencies and dedicated masses
are achieved by any cross-sectional form, and so there is no clear
choice between thin tape and round wire, for example. Thin tapes
lead to smaller tether lengths and anode voltages but higher currents
and lower survival probability.
A tradeoff comparison with electric thrusters has shown that bare
tethers are by far the cheapest deorbiting option for low- and midinclination orbits (i s < 60 deg), and they remain a competitive option
up to i s » 70 deg. Additional advantages of the tether are the low
gas storage and electric power requirements. The main drawbacks
of the tether are deployment and micrometeorite hazards and the
dependence on varying ionospheric conditions. However, for typical missions, tether design parameters are well within the range of
validity of the OML collection law. This fact, the adaptability of the
bare tether, and a tolerance in the deorbiting time, make oscillations
of ambient conditions a noncritical issue.
In addition,we have shown that a balloon plus bare-tether system
yields lower drag forces, less adaptability, larger mechanical complexity, and larger uncertainties than a simple bare-tether system of
the same dedicated mass and adequate design.
Finally, this paper has highlighted the basic aspects of a baretether deorbiting system. Detailed studies of optimum tether design,
mass estimate, deorbiting time, and system reliability will require
careful consideration of issues such as satellite trajectory, solar cycle, dynamic stability, or integration in the satellite.
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